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	Algorithms on Strings, 9780521848992 (0521848997), Cambridge University Press, 2007
'perfect for lectures on 'stringology', for graduate students as a reference on the topic and for appliers in linguistic or molecular biology' Acta Scientiarum Mathematicarum     

       This text and reference on string processes and pattern matching presents examples related to the automatic processing of natural language, to the analysis of molecular sequences and to the management of textual databases. Algorithms are described in a C-like language, with correctness proofs and complexity analysis, to make them ready to implement. The book will be an important resource for students and researchers in theoretical computer science, computational linguistics, computational biology, and software engineering.     

       About the Author
   
Professor Maxime Crochemore received his PhD in 1978 and his Doctorat d'état in 1983 at the University of Rouen. He got his first professorship position at the University of Paris-Nord in 1975 where he acted as President of the Department of Mathematics and Computer Science for two years. He became professor at the University Paris 7 in 1989 and was involved in the creation of the University of Marne-la-Vallée where he is presently Professor. He also created the Computer Science research laboratory of this university in 1991, which has now more than fifty permanent researchers. He was the director of the laboratory until 2005. Professor Crochemore is Senior Research Fellow at King's College London since 2002.

Christophe Hancart received his PhD in Computer Science from the University of Paris 7, France. He is now an assistant professor in the Department of Computer Science at the University of Rouen.

Thierry Lecroq received his PhD in Computer Science from the University of Orléans in 1992. He is now a professor in the Department of Computer Science at the University of Rouen.
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Constraint Processing (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Artificial Intelligence)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2003

	A constraint is a restriction on a space of possibilities; it is a piece of knowledge that
	narrows the scope of this space. Because constraints arise naturally in most areas of
	human endeavor, they are the most general means for formulating regularities that
	govern our computational, physical, biological, and social worlds. Some...


		

Real AnalysisAmerican Mathematical Society, 2005

	This book is written by award-winning author, Frank Morgan. It offers a simple and sophisticated point of view, reflecting Morgan's insightful teaching, lecturing, and writing style. Intended for undergraduates studying real analysis, this book builds the theory behind calculus directly from the basic concepts of real numbers, limits, and...


		

XML and FrameMakerApress, 2004

	This book is about XML and, specifically, Adobe® FrameMaker® 7.x. If

	you are working with a later version of FrameMaker, some procedures

	or settings shown in this text may need to be adjusted. This book was

	also written and edited using FrameMaker 7.0 and 7.1.





	XML is a technology buzzword and a format that...




	

Cfengine 3 Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2011


	This book starts off with step-by-step instructions for installing and configuring the CFEngine

	server and clients, and then moves on to configuring systems using CFEngine scripts. The

	author then walks you through the policy decision flow as well as conducting system and

	security audits.





	This is followed by...

		

Magento PHP Developer's GuidePackt Publishing, 2013

	Get started with the flexible and powerful e-commerce framework, Magento


	Overview

	
		Build your first Magento extension, step by step
	
		Extend core Magento functionality, such as the API
	
		Learn how to test your Magento code



	In Detail


	Magento has...


		

Cellular and Molecular Immunology, Updated Edition: With STUDENT CONSULT Online Access, 5eSaunders, 2005

	This highly acclaimed text is now more up to date than ever! The Updated 5th Edition features new information and free access to a full-text online edition, images, animations, and much more at the

	brand-new STUDENT CONSULT website. Readers will continue to enjoy the current, concise, and straightforward approach to the field that...
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